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PIONEERING SPIRIT AND INNOVATION BORN OF PASSION FOR THE SHEET METAL TRADE. MODULAR COIL HANDLING (MCH) – LOGISTICS FOR THE METALWORKING SHOP FLOOR.

NEW HANDLING METHODS LEAD  
TO BETTER AND QUICKER RESULTS  

WE TRULY GO THE DISTANCE TO 
HELP YOU GET AHEAD

Since our foundation in 1910 as a simple 
blacksmith shop, this pioneering spirit has 
driven us forward, constantly intent on 
creating value for our customers. 

This is what led us to invent bending 
technology in the first place and since  
then we have come up with numerous other 
innovations such as segment-bending 
technology and mobile data transmission  
in order to send the data for completed 
profiles from the construction site straight 
to the machine.

Now we have introduced new approaches  
to materials logistics in the metalworking 
shop floor. Coil-handling offers huge 
benefits here particularly because it can be 
adapted to suit growing requirements and 
both initial costs and operating costs are 
reasonable. It's a modular, and manual 
system, from which you can only benefit.

LOYALT Y MEANS  
QUALIT Y

Very high quality, incredible durability, 
and outstanding reliability – that's what 
generations of sheet-metal workers all 
over the world have said about our 
products. We are extremely thankful for 
those words and they also motivate us  
to maintain the high standard of our 
"Made in Germany“ seal of quality.

We demonstrate great commitment to  
our location, producing and assembling 
all machine parts exclusively in Germany. 
Our strong relationships with partners 
and suppliers in the region provide a  
solid foundation of quality. This approach 
delivers satisfied customers and has 
propelled Schechtl into its current  
position as a world-leading manufacturer 
of bending machines and shears for 
thin-sheet processing.

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING 
SCHECHTL

Schechtl is a family business, owner-operated 
for over 100 years and now in its fourth 
generation. A combination of healthy growth 
and strong economic stability means that 
our corporate development strategy is geared 
for the long haul.

That's why we invest not just in technology,  
but also in creating an atmosphere of 
positivity and trust as well as in the know- 
 ledge and skills of our employees. Because 
ultimately, what truly helps a company get 
ahead is the commitment and expertise  
of the people taking it forward. People who  
are happy at work go the extra mile. Our 
customers benefit from that on an everyday 
basis. 

Maria Schechtl 
Managing Director

EFFICIENT CONTROL
OVER A WIDE VARIETY OF MATERIALS

The great variety of surface qualities and  
colors is a significant challenge in metal-
working. A wide range of different types of 
sheet metal are processed on a daily basis.  
The more often sheets are changed, the more 
unproductive time is spent moving them from 
the storeroom to the production facility.

CUT MATERIAL MOVEMENTS –  
GAIN PRODUCTION TIME – EXPAND YOUR RANGE

Wouldn't it be good to have your coils on hand for easy use?  
Coilware is ideal for this. It saves time and money, and many sheet  
types are only available as coilware anyway. Schechtl offers a  
cost-effective, inexpensive way to get started – there is no need  
for high cost fully automatic equipment.

THE SOLUTION: MODULES

1 2 3MCH – THE COST-EFFECTIVE 
MATERIAL LOGISTICS 
SOLUTION

The solution is worth it even  
with only two coils.

The first strong point of MCH 
is the modular structure,  
enabling you to optimize your 
materials logistics to suit your  
specific requirements.

The second strong point of MCH  
is the manual operating concept.  
This makes coil handling affordable 
for any metalworking shop floor.

The third strong point of MCH 
is that for a wider range of  
materials, movement costs are 
reduced.

MCH – MATERIAL CHANGE 
MADE EASY

The manual operating concept 
means coil handling capacity  
can be easily increased.

MCH – REDUCING MOVEMENTS  
OF MATERIALS, EXPANDING  
YOUR RANGE

You expand your range of materials  
with sheet metal that is only available  
as coilware.

STARTING POINT AIMS



MCH IS MODULAR AND CAN THUS BE ADJUSTED TO SUIT GROWING REQUIREMENTS  
TO OPTIMUM EFFECT. MANUAL COIL HANDLING ENHANCES THE MATERIALS LOGISTICS  
OF THE METALWORKING SHOP FLOOR. 

COMPAC T. EASY. EXPANDABLE.
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COIL COMPASS

•  Are you processing sheets not 
with shears for a cut-to-length 
line but with straightening 
machines, slitting units or 
profiling machines?

•  Are you using existing coil 
carriers for specific sheets and 
want to reduce movement and 
material costs?

•  With both, individual coil 
carriers and magazine modules, 
the metal sheet is always fed to 
the cut-to -length shears driven 
by a motor.

Sheet feeding from coil carrier or  
external decoiling module.

Up to two magazine modules the change module  
is not necessary, but recommended.

EXTERNAL MODULE  
(e.g. profiling machine, 
straightening machine,  

slitting unit)

EXTERNAL 
DECOILING 

MODULE

Working modules

MAGAZINE MODULES
(max. 6 magazine modules | max. 12 coils)

CHANGE 
MODULE

MOTOR- 
DRIVEN 

FEED

SHEARS FOR  
A CUT-TO-

LENGTH LINE

MAGAZINE MODULES

You ascertain the number of magazine modules required for your coil handling on the basis of the 
combination of large and small coils that you need in the production process. Each magazine module 
has two coil levels and each coil level has capacitiy for a single large coil or two small coils, as required. CHANGE MODULE

The ends of the metal sheets  
are fed into the change module 
manually, fixed there in change 
cassettes and selected for the 
current job. The change module 
can hold up to 12 metal sheets.

WORKING MODULE: 
SCHECHTL MODULES

Schechtl manual and motor-driven shears 
for a cut-to-length line: The motor-driven 
feed allows the operator to feed the sheets  
to the manual or motor-driven shears with 
great precision.

WORKING MODULE:  
EXTERNAL MODULES

In addition to Schechtl's manual and 
motor-driven shears, it is also possible to 
integrate longitudinal and strip shears, 
slitting units, profiling machines, 
stretching machines, and straightening 
machines of other manufacturers.

OR

APPL IC AT ION E X AMPLE – W I THOUT A CHANGE MODULE

APPL IC AT ION E X AMPLE –  

APPL IC AT ION E X AMPLE – W I TH A CHANGE MODULE AND AN E X TERNAL MODULE
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•  Do you switch between different 
material types and sheet 
thicknesses on a daily basis and 
want to make it easier to move 
materials to the shear?

•  Do you need large amounts of  
similar sheet types and want to 
eliminate capacity shortfalls and 
ensure a continuous supply of 
material?

CONFIGURE YOUR COIL HANDLING SYSTEM TO SUIT 
YOUR REQUIREMENTS USING FLEXIBLE MODULES.

123456

The change module can take up to 12 coil sheets.  
The number of magazine modules needed depends  
on the combination of large and small coils required. 

The type of feed here depends on the external 
module. The change module configuration and  
the number of magazine modules depends on the 
combination of large and small coils required.

•  one magazine module has two coil levels
•   each coil level holds one large coil  

 or two small coils
•  Coil change with a crane, forklift  

or high-lift truck

Large coils:
•  Coil diameter of max. 1,000 mm
• Coil width of max. 1,250 mm
•  Coil weight of max. 1,000 kg

Small coils:
•   Coil diameter of max. 450 mm  

(for two adjacent small coils per level)
• Coil width of max. 1,250 mm
•  Coil weight: 250 kg

Recommended: 
• max. 12 coils
• max. six magazine modules
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FROM SMALL TO LARGE

Configure the 

system yourself
 

www.schechtl.de/ 

MCH-Konfigurator

W I TH CHANGE MODULE AND SCHECHTL  
CUT-TO-LENG TH L INE SHE AR
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HIGH FLEXIBILITY. EASY HANDLING.  
LOW PURCHASE COSTS.

MODULAR AND MANUAL –  
IN PRINCIPLE 

  Compact design – the MCH fits  
into any workshop. Given its  
high capacity, MCH is surprisingly 
compact.

•  minimum length: 3.90 m  
(magazine module + change module  
 + working module)

•  maximum length: 10.60 m  
(six magazine modules  
+ change module  + working module)

• height: 2.50 m | width: 2.00 m

• up to 12 different sheet types can be held ready  
for the production process at any time

• the sheets are kept right next to the working module

•  any material type, magazine module or working  
module can be selected

• one-man operation

• low space requirements

You can, of course choose which side you  
want to work on for coil handling. The controls  
for the working module and motor-driven feed  
can be installed on the left or right in the feed 
direction of the coils (ex works).
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 THERE ARE TWO SIMPLE PRINCIPLES BEHIND THE SYSTEM  
THAT MAKE IT EASY TO START COIL HANDLING:

First principle: modules

The benefits of the modular structure are that you can choose the number of 
magazine modules, the coil sizes in each magazine module, whether to use a 
change module and what type of working module to use. You can combine and 
add components to suit your specific requirements. Your coil handling system can 
grow with your requirements. You start with low purchase costs.

Second principle: manual

The advantages of the manual operating concept are that it takes little time to 
get used to, operation is highly reliable as a result of the absence of complex 
electronic components, the mechanical components are robust and reduced to 
the essentials and maintenance and operating costs are low.

HOLDER FOR SMALL COIL

Up to two coils per coil level, with  
the lighter small coils positioned  
between two rollers.

CHANGE CASSETTE IN THE CHANGE MODULE

Fixes the ends of the coil sheets. The operator selects the 
appropriate coil sheet for further processing.

WORKING MODULES

EXTERNAL DECOILING MODULE

Extremely simple coil carrier or  
decoiling module. Available from 
specialist dealers.

MAGAZINE MODULE

Two coil levels per magazine  
module, each loaded with large  
or small coils, as required.

DECOILER MANDREL 
FOR LARGE COIL

No more than one on each coil level. 
The heavy large coils are mounted  
in the magazine modules using the 
decoiler mandrel.

CHANGE MODULE

For up to 12 change 
cassetts. Each cassette 
holds one coil sheet for 
further processing.

COIL SHEET SEPARATOR

The coil sheets should not come into contact with each other 
on the way to the change module, thus protecting the material 
during transport. Up from two magazin moduls.

Motor-driven shears (MT) with 
motor-driven feed tray (EZT)

Manual shears (HT) with  
motor-driven feed tray (EZT)

Motor-driven shears (ST) with 
motor-driven feed tray (EZT)

EXTERNAL  
MODULE

FROM EITHER SIDE  UNIQUE MODULAR COIL SYSTEM SPACE REQUIREMENTS
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WITH MOTOR-DRIVEN 
FEED

WITH MOTOR-DRIVEN 
FEED

WITH MOTOR-DRIVEN 
FEED
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 ADVANTAGES OF ALL SHEARS FOR   
CUT-TO-LENGTH LINE IN COIL WORKING

• One-man operation

• Sturdy and compact steel construction

• Maintenance-free roller bearings

• Upper knife bar made of profile steel, drive via eccentric unit

• Quick, easy blade exchange

• High-quality, durable blade made of steel or chrome steel

• Cutting gap illumination (optional)

  PREMIUM-QUALIT Y CUTTING  
OF COIL SHEETS

  The ST comes with comprehensive basic equipment  
and can be integrated with ease in your coil working  
process to optimum effect.

•  slim steel design, little space required

• slotted guide system and eccentric drive:

 -  torsion-free cuts thanks to flat cutting angle

 - very quiet, durable, and precise

 - blade made of steel or chrome steel

 - adjustable cutting gap

•  slotted guide system and eccentric drive

•  energy consumed only when cutting

• blade made of steel or chrome steel

With the MT you work with coil sheets in larger 
quantities and for small-series production. The MT is 
constructed on the same principle as the HT but also 
offers you all the benefits of motor power. 

For demanding sheet work for roofs and facades, the  
MT is the ideal working module for your coil handling.

• ideal for small quantities and  
predominantly manual further processing

• high-precision cutting quality 

• economical, durable, easy to use – 
40 years of reliable service

•  triggering of the cutting movement without  
the need for force using an operating lever

• compact size, ideal for sites  where space  
is limited

EXTREMELY EASY OPERATION

Like the coil handling system, the  
associated shears for cut-to-length  
line can be operated efficiently and  
economically by a single person. 

Thin sheets for roofs and facades  
can be cut precisely and easily.

BENEFITS ADVANTAGES

SHEARS FOR CUT-TO-LENGTH LINE THAT CAN BE  
INTEGRATED WITH THE WORKING MODULE.

THE BEST PERFORMANCE  
FOR YOUR COILS

HT

MT

ST
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HT 125 - MANUAL CUT-TO-LENGTH LINE SHEAR
WITH EZT 125 MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED 

Working length HT 125 mm 1,290

Cutting performance HT 125

 Steel 400 N/m² mm 1.50

 Aluminum 250 N/m² mm 2.00

 Stainless steel 600 N/m² mm  0.80

Cutting angle HT 125   3.48°

Overall dimensions (HT 125 + EZT 125)

 Length mm 1,930

 Depth mm 1,535

 Height mm 1,200

Weight of HT 125 + EZT 125 kg 805

MT 125 - MANUAL CUT-TO-LENGTH LINE SHEAR
WITH SUPPORTING TABLE AND EZT 125 MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED 

Working length MT 125 mm 1,290

Cutting performace MT 125

 Steel 400 N/m² mm 2.00

 Aluminum 250 N/m² mm 3.00

 Stainless steel 600 N/m² mm  1.25

Cutting angle MT 125   3.48°

Rated capacity kW 3.00

Overall dimensions  
(MT 125 with supporting table + EZT 125) 

 Length mm 1,930

 Depth mm 2,015

 Height mm 1,200

Weight of MT 125 + EZT 125  kg    1,065

ST 125 - MANUAL CUT-TO-LENGTH LINE SHEAR 
WITH SUPPORTING TABLE AND EZT 125 MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED 

Working length ST 125 mm 1,290

Cutting performance ST 125

 Steel 400 N/m² mm 2.00

 Aluminum 250 N/m² mm 3.00

 Stainless steel 600 N/m² mm  1.25

Cutting angle ST 125   1.17°

Rated capacity kW 2.20

Overall dimensions 
(ST 125 with supporting table + EZT 125) 

 Length mm 1,960

 Depth mm 1,850

 Height mm 1,235

Weight of ST 125 + EZT 125  kg    1,065

HT 125 - CUT-TO-LENGTH LINE SHEAR

Overall dimensions

 Length mm 1,670

 Depth without lever mm 730

 Depth with lever mm 1,085

 Height mm 1,200

Weight kg 530

MT 125 - CUT-TO-LENGTH LINE SHEAR 
WITH SUPPORTING TABLE

Overall dimensions

 Length mm 1,670

 Depth with supporting table mm 1,214

 Height mm 1,200

Weight  

 with supporting table kg 790

Electricity supply    3 x 400 V, 16 A

ST 125 MOTOR-DRIVEN SHEARS  
FOR A CUT-TO-LENGTH LINE WITH SUPPORTING TABLE

Overall dimensions

 Length mm 1,740

 Depth with supporting table mm 1,214

 Height mm 1,235

Weight  

 with supporting table kg 790

Electricity supply    3 x 400 V, 16 A

EZT 125 MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED 

Overall dimensions

 Length mm 1,930

 Depth mm 795

 Height mm 1,060

 Table height mm 900

Weight kg  275 

Electricity supply 3 x 400 V, 16 A

EZT 125 MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED 

Overall dimensions

 Length mm 1,930

 Depth mm 795

 Height mm 1,060

 Table height mm 900

Weight kg 275

Electricity supply 3 x 400 V, 16 A

EZT 125 MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED 

Overall dimensions

 Length mm 1,930

 Depth mm 795

 Height mm 1,060

 Table height mm 900

Weight kg 275

Electricity supply 3 x 400 V, 16 A

HT WITH  
MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED

MT WITH  
MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED

ST WITH  
MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED

TECHNICAL DATA
PERFORMANCE, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT. 
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MACHINES FOR THE ENTIRE 
RANGE OF TOP-QUALITY METALWORKING
AS OF 08/2019

LINE-UP OF MACHINES

MANUAL BENDING MACHINES

MOTORIZED BENDING MACHINES

 Single-user lightweight for the job site 
 Max. portability, solid, ready to use in 2 min
 Unique X stand, foldable, on wheels

 Construction convenience: bending, cutting, beading
 Portable, wheel locks, smooth-running
 Versatile options for clamping beam rail

 Smart move to motor and monitor system
 Precision reproduction of complex profi les
 Single-user operation, sturdy, time-effi cient

 Compact and powerful on-site bending
 Pretensioning for material type and thickness
 Optimal bending result across the working width

 Smart segment-bending at the job site
 Tool-free adjustment, many fold shapes
 Unique X stand, light, max. portability 

 shingle specialist
 two operations in one
 time saving of approx. 70 %

 Incredibly versatile, fast, cost-effective
 Easy and convenient for creative profi les
 World's best-selling swivel bending machine

 Award-winning, cost-effective, versatile
 Handles many materials and thicknesses
 Produces remarkable profi les

 Special profi les only possible here
 Precise positioning of workpieces
 Simple lowering of bending beam

 Sturdy package for single-user operation
 Specially designed for thick sheets
 Ideal confi guration for recurring bends

 Smart segment-bending, proven 10,000 times
 Combine elements without tools
 Foot pedal, frees up hands for positioning 

 Segment-bending even more powerful/versatile
 Fast and tool-free segment adjustment
 Hands stay free for precision positioning 

 Convenient motorized segment-bending 
 Split segments: lower/clamping/bending beams
 Tool-free click system saves time

 Motorized model with best custom versatility
 Sturdy construction, high bending capacity
 The classic for 90 % of all bending jobs

 More power than MAX, better performance
 Powerful machine for roofs and exteriors
 Sturdy construction, minimal maintenance

 Best in series production and light metal
 Speed king: outstanding productivity
 Shortest setup times, rapid bending sequences

 Economical in the industrial trade
 Most adaptable changeover system / 1-click
 Minimal setup times, versatile, compact

 Segment bending of large special forms
 Extra high standards for use – XXL freedom 
 Maximum fl exibility, highest comfort

UKF

MBM ECT

TBX LBT LBX TBS

SB

KS KSV HBM HA

UK UKV

MAXI MAX MAB

MAZ CNC-S MAE CNC-S 

MAXI STD
MAXI EC
MAXI CNC S-Touch

MAX STD
MAX EC
MAX ECT
MAX CNC S-Touch

MAB STD
MAB EC
MAB ECT
MAB CNC S-Touch

UKF
MOTORIZED SHEARS

MANUAL SHEARS

SHEARS FOR CUT-TO-LENGTH LINE SYSTEMS

PROFILING MACHINES

 Resiliently sturdy: lasts for generations
 Single-user operation, economical precision
 Space-saving, maintenance-free, lots of accessories

 Smallest 3-meter motorized squaring shear
 For thin sheets to strong materials
 Saves energy, space and time

 Small size of SMT with much more power
 Even more performance in single-user operation
 The powerful and cost-effective choice

 The pro for thin sheets and exterior work
 Two motors, equal power distribution
 High effi ciency, min. energy consumption

 Integrated automatic shearing system
 For continuous operation in the production process
 Individually adaptable, minimal maintenance

 Shearing system with best confi gurability
 Integration into serial production equipment
 For many other materials besides sheet metals

 Extra-long and very solid in ventilation work
 Straight-line profi ling without distortion
 High operating cycle speed

 Metal sheets are always available
 Modular design
 Customizable

MODULAR COIL-HANDLING

HT

SMT MSB MSC

MCHMT ST

SZP

SMT V
SMT BV
SMT BVH
SMT NC
SMT NCH

MSB V
MSB BV
MSB BVH
MSB NC
MSB NCH

MSC BV
MSC BVH
MSC NC
MSC NCH
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Schechtl Maschinenbau GmbH 
Viehhauser Straße 4 
83533 Edling 

Tel +49 8071-5995-0 
Fax +49 8071-5995-99 

info@schechtl.de 
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